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Continuing to post record high
results. Revised full year forecast
significantly upward to 174.7% of
initial forecast (for operating profit).
（Review for Q3 FYE January 2017）
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Business Profile


ENIGMO operates BUYMA.com, the largest social fashion e-commerce website
in Japan.



BUYMA.com provides a market place for “Personal Shoppers” who are mainly
individuals residing overseas to introduce the latest fashion items to “Members”
(registered members) who wish to purchase those items.



ENIGMO (BUYMA) provides a platform for these users as well as escrow and
other ancillary services to ensure a safe and reliable transaction experience for
both the Personal Shoppers and Members.



ENIGMO’s (BUYMA’s) revenue stream is realized by collecting a fee from the
Personal Shopper as well as from the Members (purchasers). There are also fees
collected from a paid option for the compensation service “Anshin hosho (safe
warranty)”.



In July, Global BUYMA, the English version of BUYMA, marked its grand opening.
By utilizing know-how gained from its domestic business, the Company intends
to expand BUYMA globally and make it into an international brand, by increasing
overseas users and expanding its cross-border EC business.



The positive effect from the massive advertising campaign held during
FYE January 2016 has continued into this quarter, and the number of
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registered members have now exceeded 3.7 million (136.2% yoy).


Consolidated revenue for cumulative Q3 was 2,885 million yen, already
exceeding the previous full year revenue of 2,858 million yen. Operating
profit is also at a record high level (since its listing to the TSE) at 1,213
million yen (operating profit for FYE January 2015 was 1,196 million yen).
Last year’s promotional campaign is bearing fruit.



In the recently disclosed full year guidance, revenue was 4,121 million
yen (144% yoy, 126.3% of initial guidance), and operating profit was
1,749 million yen (174.7% of initial guidance), revised significantly
upwards.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
《Overview of results》

【Consolidated】
Total Transaction Amount
Total Transaction Number
Revenue
Operating Profit
OP Margin
Net Profit
SG&A
Personnel
Advertisement
Membership
Annual Active Membership
Active Ratio (b/a)

Q2 FY2017
¥7,380Mil
1,337,293
¥2,885Mil
¥1,213Mil
42.0%
¥792Mil
¥1,215Mil
¥466Mil
¥396Mil
3,721,384
831,290
22.3%

Q2 FY2016
¥5,175Mil
916,982
¥1,888Mil
¥135Mil
7.2%
-¥34Mil
¥1,434Mil
¥349Mil
¥829Mil
2,731,875
574,300
21.0%

YoY
142.6%
145.8%
152.8%
898.5%
84.7%
133.5%
47.8%
136.2%
144.7%
-

(Unit; Million Yen)
FY2017
%
(forecast)
Progress
¥4,121Mil
70.0%
¥1,749Mil
69.4%
42.4%
¥1,026Mil
77.2%
- a
- b
-

For this Q3, consolidated revenue (cumulative) was 152.8％ of the same period last
year, and operating profit was an astounding level of 898.5% of the same period last
year, as a result of smaller promotional expenditure (promotion and advertising
expenses was 38.2% yoy). Operating profit margin was also at a 40% range,
indicating that the business model which allows for scalability is still sound.
《BUYMA revenue》 Looking at the Company’s social commerce business (BUYMA)
（as per the graph below）, quarterly revenues have improved significantly since Q4
last fiscal year, which shows that the BUYMA business has risen to a different
dimension as their level of recognition increased.
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【Quarterly revenues for the Social Commerce business】

(unit:#members)

Significant increase
since mass campaign

（unit:
million yen）

《Transaction value・numbers》 Total transaction (trade) value was 22,497 million
yen (137.5% yoy) for cumulative Q3, only 2,000 million yen lower than last year’s
full year transaction value of 24,440 million yen.
On the other hand, the total transaction number has already exceeded that of the
full year last year（1,309,714 transactions）at 1,337,293（145.8％ yoy）, which
would imply that purchase amount per transaction has been on a gradual declining
trend. The chart below shows quarterly purchase value per transaction after
consideration of seasonal effects; it also clearly shows the declining trend in
purchase value. While it is unclear whether this is really a result of the Company’s
explanation that first time buyers’ purchase value tends to be lower, it may be a
factor for lower ARPU (annual purchase value of members).
【Quarterly movements in purchase value per transaction】
Seasonal factors

Seasonal factors
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《Membership》 The “Members” which support the BUYMA business model has
exceeded a total of 3.7 million. Member acquisition was 235,000 for this Q3 and
acquisition per quarter is on an increasing trend compared to last year and it is fair
to say that the fruit of the previous year’s mass campaign is steadily progressing.
【Average net increase in the number of members per quarter】（unit；members）
Measures to acquire
new members
Average increase in
membership numbers per
quarter

（unit:
members）

Regarding “activating” members（Active members are those who have purchased at
least once in the past 1 year）the Company has been implementing measures such
as site function improvements to increase the “active member %” (annual active
members÷ total number of members) . This has resulted in a bottoming out of that
percentage at around mid-2016, and since then, the active % has been on an
increasing trend.
【Quarterly trends in Active member %】

Initiatives to
increase active %
Mass Campaign
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《Full year forecast》 The full year forecast which was recently announced takes
into account the results from the Black Friday (November 24th~27th）and Cyber
Monday（November 28th~29th）campaigns as well as the back-loaded nature of the
Company’s revenue structure. Therefore, absent drastic changes in the economic
environment, there is little possibility of a significant revision in the full year forecast
numbers.
The chart below shows Q4 revenue of the social commerce business as a percentage
of full year revenue for the past 3 years. They have all been approximately 30%, and
so it is highly reasonable to assume that the Q4 for FYE January 2017 will also be
around 30% of the forecasted full year revenue.
【Q4 revenue as a percentage of full year revenue (past 3 years)】
(Unit: Thousand Yen)
Q4 Revenue
%
1,823,538
583,998 32.0%
2,285,971
648,207 28.4%
2,858,336
916,466 32.1%

(Non-Consolidated)
Full Year Revenue

FY2014
FY2015
FY2016

SIR recognizes that during this Q3, the Company has been able to firmly
execute acquiring new members and converting them into revenues (which
they were unable to do the previous fiscal year). Therefore for the domestic
existing business, SIR believes that the Company has elevated itself to a
dimension one level higher than where it was previously. Moving forward we
should see the Company shifting its focus to expanding their Global BUYMA
business as well as the growing the surrounding businesses which should
lead to a secure execution of their medium term business plan. As such, SIR
intends to continuously report on the Company’s business developments.
Yuichi Sekiguchi
CEO, Strategic IR Insight, Inc.
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Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Strategic IR Insight Inc. (hereafter “SIR”). This document is for
distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or
use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country
or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to
law or regulation or would subject SIR to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. It is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular
trading strategy. No representation or warranty expresses or implied, is provided in relation to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document (‘the
Information’), except with respect to Information concerning SIR. The Information is not intended
to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in
the document. SIR does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any opinions
expressed in this document may change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions
expressed by other business areas or groups of SIR. Any statements contained in this report
attributed to a third party represent SIR's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions
provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and
interpretation has not been reviewed by the third party.
Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or
recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise
prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SIR. The analysis
contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result
in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may
interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of
gathering, applying and interpreting market information.
SIR specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the written
permission of SIR and SIR accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this
respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are protected by third party copyright,
trademarks and other intellectual property rights. All rights reserved.
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